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TEJ4M – PCB Case Project
Your mission, as discussed and already worked on, is to create a 3D printed case for the PCB created in
the previous assignment. You will use SolidWorks for this 3D CAD design. This includes both a cover and
a bottom shell.
Cover Requirements:
-

Must be securely attached either directly to the board and rear shell, or to the rear shell alone,
and should be secure and not loosely attached or floating.
Access to buttons must be provided, either by using a separate button extension, or by exposing
the button itself.
LEDs should be exposed and visible.
Any other features should be made accessible as appropriate. OLED screen, Potentiometer,
switches, etc. should all be appropriately exposed.
The cover should include text that includes your name and key informational pieces.

Bottom Shell Requirements:
-

The PCB must be securely attached to the shell, making use of the mounting holes in the PCB.
The design should be comfortable to hold and use (rounded / chamfered edges, design can be
readily held in the hand(s) as appropriate).
Your bottom shell should properly accommodate all the parts from your finished circuit board.
If planning on the barrel jack, it should be exposed. No extra work should be done to
accommodate the battery.
If planning on the 9V battery, there should be a complete container to house the battery within
your case design.

Requirements for both:
-

-

The construction steps should be logical, efficient, and well named.
o Avoid situations where you spend an extra step correcting problems that would have
been better solved by modifying an earlier sketch
Parts should be properly printable on our 3D printed (no overhangs that can't be bridged, etc)
All sketches should be fully defined
The case should not exceed dimensions required by the board/parts/battery by more than 5mm

Process:
-

You have already started to prototype your design, and this will continue all week. Please take
advantage of opportunities to have some of your design printed ahead of time to confirm that
your project assembles properly.
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Confirming some design details:
-

All holes that are to be screwed into should be 2.5mm in diameter, with at least 2mm walls
A hole designed to pass through a screw without binding should be 3mm in diameter.
To recess a screw, you need a 6mm hole.
Walls should be 2-3mm thick, no thinner or thicker than this range.
You are submitting a final assembly of your two parts, properly mated.

Submission of Project files are due by the end of class Friday Dec. 3

Desc

R

1

Dimensions

Missing
dimensons.

All individual
parts are
dimensioned.

Sketches
Defined

No sketches are
fully defined

Some sketches
are fully defined

2

3

4

All individual parts
are dimensioned.
Dimensions are not
clear and concise
(difficult to read).

All individual parts
are dimensioned,
with some effort at
making them easy
to read.

All individual parts
are properly
dimensioned.
Dimensions are
clear and concise

The majority of
sketches are fully
defined

All but one or two
sketches are fully
defined

All sketches are fully
defined

There is some
awkwardness to the
design steps, but
with minimal
reworking of
previous steps.

Design steps are
clear logical steps.
There are no steps
involved in
correcting problems
better served by
editing a previous
sketch.

Design steps are
clearly well thought
out and planned.
There are no steps
involved in
correcting problems
better served by
editing a previous
sketch.
Object is assembled
with no errors or
assembly conflicts.
All individual parts
are fully mated and
in a fixed position

Design Steps

Design steps are
not clear,
without obvious
planning, and
awkwardly
done.

Design is
awkwardly
implemented.

Assembly

Assembly not
mated at all
and/or has
many conflicts.

Objects have
many conflicts
or missing
mates

Objects have more
than 1 conflict or
missing mate.

Objects either have
a conflict or are
missing a mate, but
final project
assembles correctly
when printed.

Functionality

Most features
are not exposed
or accessible

Some features
are exposed and
accessible

Most features are
exposed and
accessible

Almost all features
are exposed and
accessible.

All features are
exposed and
accessible.

Design
Constraints

The majority of
design
constraints are
not met

The majority of
design
constraints are
met

Most design
constraints are met

Almost all design
constraints are met

All design
constraints are met

